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Abstract

The purpose of this systematic review was to identify the effectiveness of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) in lieu of current treatment as usual or the siloed system for treating Substance Use Disorder (SUD) or mental health diagnosis independently. The review examines clients who have been diagnosed with co-occurring SUD and anxiety and/or depression and are receiving treatment to help reduce substance use and anxiety and/or depression symptomology. The present research study endeavored to distinguish individual aspects that may lead to more successful treatment outcomes using CBT to treat SUD with anxiety and/or depression co-currently in one integrated treatment program. Nineteen studies met inclusion criteria for the present study. The findings demonstrated that CBT is effective in co-currently reducing SUD with anxiety and/or depression symptomology for clients seeking treatment. Of the nineteen studies, thirteen were found to be as or more effective than treatment without CBT. Many of the studies found elements that may influence outcomes with CBT treatment for SUD with anxiety and/or depression including: sample size, age, gender, race and ethnicity, severity of alcohol use and anxiety and/or depression, location of treatment center, training of staff/therapists. More research is needed on CBT treatment with SUD with anxiety and/or depression disorders looking at variables such as, cross training of staff and therapists in CBT and SUD, co-occurring treatment-based implementation programs and the hiring of more staff. The research would help to highlight evidence based research in the effectiveness of CBT treatment for SUD with anxiety and/or depression. Future research may increase funding from policy makers, stake holders, and influence decision-making at the program level with program managers and supervisors when considering a CBT co-occurring treatment program.
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Substance Use Disorder Co-Occurring with Anxiety and/or Depression:

Evidence-Based CBT

Co-occurring disorder, dual-disorder or dual diagnosis disorders are simply defined as two disorders that occur together, at the same time (Co-Occurring Disorders, 2014). These co-occurring disorders do not discriminate and affect individuals from every walk of life: mothers, fathers, sisters, brothers, the poor, the wealthy, the adolescent, the adult, male, female, no defined race or ethnicity, the employed and the unemployed. There are no specific patterns, configurations or defined populations for those that are diagnosed with co-occurring Substance Use Disorder (SUD) and Mental Illness (MI), it is a diagnostic issue that does not differentiate within the human experience. Co-occurring disorders account for almost 50% of adults with severe mental illness (Drake & Brunette, 2007).

Literature Review

The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (1999) defines Mental Illness (MI) as “collectively all diagnosable mental disorders” or “health conditions that are characterized by alterations in thinking, mood, or behavior (or some combination thereof) associated with distress and/or impaired functioning.” Substance Use Disorders are more serious than abuse, individuals have increased tolerance to illicit drugs or alcohol, incessant drug seeking behaviors, and a persistence of use despite the impact to social, environmental, physical and mental health issues (Center for Substance Abuse Treatment, 2005).

The statistics annually are staggering for MI and SUD co-occurrences, it is estimated that 43.7 million (18.6%) of Americans that are older than 18 have occurrences of some type of
mental illness. The prevalence of substance use disorder is 27.3 (8.8%) of the population in America. Of the 43.7 million adults diagnosed with Adult Mental Illness (AMI), 19.2% met the criteria for SUD. Amid the 9.6 million diagnosed with Serious Mental Illness (SMI), 27.3%, met the criteria for SUD. To put this into perspective, 6.4 percent of adults who did not have mental illness in the past year met criteria for a substance use disorder (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2013).

Despite these high rates of co-occurrences SUD and MH are not fully understood. One disorder may not be caused by another, and in fact may have not caused the disorder to occur in the first place. This makes it difficult to establish a diagnosis and establish the comorbidity of the disorders.

There are several reasons for the co-occurring disorders. The National Institute on Drug Abuse describes three scenarios that can affect the diagnosis and treatment of co-occurring disorders. First, substance use can trigger mental illness, e.g., psychosis, depression and anxiety are common diagnoses that can be experienced after first-time substance use or long term usage. The National Violent Death Reporting System (NVDRS) reported in 2007 the suicide rate was the 11th reported cause of death among Americans. Alcohol was reported as a factor in nearly one-third of suicides reported (Suicides Due to Alcohol, 2007). Secondly, mental illness may lead to substance abuse. Clients who are experiencing different levels of mental disorders can abuse substances as a form of self-medication. For example, a client who suffers from social anxiety and may have a couple of drinks to “loosen up” and feel less anxious before going to his/her job or out to an event. Thirdly, the client may have pre-disposed genetic factors, brain deficits, and/or childhood trauma or stress (Why Do Drug, 2010).
Impact

There are many negative implications including: disillusionment, hopelessness, isolation, physical and mental issues, families torn apart, divorce, child loss and placement through protective services, job losses, housing losses and social instability; these provide a descriptive picture of the fallout from MI and SUD co-occurring diagnoses. Adults diagnosed with major depression and SUD are at the highest risk for divorce (Breslau et al., 2011). The rate of individuals diagnosed with SUD and MH experience homelessness daily in the United States is 26.2% for individuals with MI and 34.7% for individuals with SUD (Current Statistics, 2010), 3.1 million individuals with MI experience joblessness (Substance Abuse, 2013), 2.2 million individuals with SUD experience joblessness (Substance Abuse, 2013). Rates of emergency room visits and health care costs go up exponentially with this population, in 2007 rates for MI and SUD individuals accessing the emergency department (ED) accounted for 12.5% all ED visits in the United States (Owens, Mutter & Stocks, 2010). The statistics on the detrimental impact and risks to the MI and SUD co-occurring population are very real. The implosion of support systems negatively impacts the individuals, and society as a whole.

Management

Providers and clients often refer to the management of MI and SUD co-occurrences in the following ways: “treatment, the cure, the regimen, analysis, therapy, and recovery.” Recent research as revealed a siloed system of programs and providers that work to deliver services to treat MH and SUD. There is a startling lack of specialty trained and skilled practitioners and staff, a lack of standardized and evidence-based treatment, there are gaps in treatment methodology, and the delivery/cost of treatment programs all add to the barrier of providing
integrated services (Drake, O'Neal, & Wallach 2008; Horsfall, Cleary, Hunt, & Walter, 2009; Mohler, 2013; Porter, Stallings, & Burnett, 2010; Versland, & Rosenberg, 2008). The integrated services and providers work to treat the whole person within the context of multi-diagnoses and co-occurrences (Co-Occurring Disorders, 2012).

Clinical supervisor and program directors do acknowledge that clients who have co-occurring disorders will need to be provided with more services and personnel that have specific training in co-occurring disorders, especially those diagnosed with MH and SUD. Training of skilled professional and staff require specialized trainers and courses designed to treat MH and SUD. These programs for training are expensive and qualified professional trainers in the field are limited and difficult to find (Horsfall, Cleary, Hunt, & Walter, 2009; Mohler, 2013; Porter, Stallings, & Burnett, 2010; Versland, & Rosenberg, 2008).

Integration of services into programs become difficult when determining which methodologies may work with co-occurring disorders. Clients that have been diagnosed with co-occurring disorders have been only receiving treatment for both at a rate of 12% annually (Epstein, Barker, Vorburger, & Murtha, 2004). Integration is further encumbered by financial burdens, the current siloed system of SUD and MH and professional disputes about who should be providing clinical treatment. Furthermore, there is an inordinate necessity attached to finding standardize methodologies, lengths of treatment, and publishing treatment and program outcome measures (2004).
Treatment

Treatment programs have difficulty identifying and funding the length of treatment for clients. In 2015, the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (H-CUP), reported that the average annual cost for an adult hospitalized with co-occurring MH and SUD was $12,600 (Hospitalizations, 2015). The Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation reports, “the typical cost for outpatient addiction treatment is $10,000 and residential alcohol and drug rehab ranges between $20,000 to $32,000 depending on the level of services needed” (Top 5, n.d.). Length of stay plays an important factor in the cost of providing services. Residential treatment programs, which have longer stays and add to the expensiveness of treatment, have been reported as effective. Due to lack of standardization between programs makes it difficult to determine the transparency of these findings (Drake, O'Neal, & Wallach 2008).

As this review has identified, the current treatment for MH and SUD is siloed. So let’s take a look at the treatment options available today for this population and ask ourselves, what evidence based strategies will work to treat MH and SUD concurrently in one treatment program? This systematic literature review will explore the efficacy of dual diagnosis with depression/anxiety with substance disorder using Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT). CBT was developed by Dr. Aaron Beck in the 1960s and was originally developed to help treat depression. Since that time CBT has been found to be an effective, evidence-based therapy to treat multi-diagnoses. CBT is an evidence based therapy that is time-limited, addresses the here and now and is skills based (History of Beck, n.d.).
Conceptual Framework

Systems Theory – Ecological Systems

This literature review will use the theoretical viewpoint of Systems Theory with an emphasis in the Ecological perspective and will use empirical studies of MI, SUD diagnoses and CBT treatment modalities. Research which seemed to present significant conceptual formulations or empirical data were reviewed. Reference was made to studies in MI and SUD diagnoses and those in the field of CBT which appeared to be relevant to treatment outcomes in co-occurring diagnoses.

Systems Theory describes the interconnectedness, communication and structure in which a system may be defined. It is a set of elements, established in interrelation among themselves, and with their surroundings/environment (Bertalanffy, 1973). The Ecological perspective is an important system within Systems Theory. It is a larger system that incorporates a social system is that system’s environment. The environment impacts and postulates the framework for the systems working within it (Miley, & Melia, 2013).

History

Systems Theory research began following the World Wars in an attempt to construct how complex systems interact with relationships among foundational components and if these systems, whether social, biological or electrical have similar configurations, actions and/or behaviors and properties. So that researchers might be able to understand and develop a better comprehension of these complex occurrences to have a greater understanding of the unity between the sciences. These theories have been combined into what we know today as System Theory.

System Theory integrates the technical sciences and the social sciences. System Theory has been combined philosophy, theory, methodology and application to work in a symbiotic
relationship. It has been developed to examine cybernetics, complex adaptive and interconnected elements, software and computing, sociology and sociocybernetics, complex systems in the field of electronics, engineering and psychology (Environment and Ecology, n.d.).

It is here in the field of sociology and psychology that we will focus on the principles of Systems Theory, in developing the holistic view of persons-in-environment, their contextual behavior and to strengthen one part of the system or subsystem to impact the whole, for this systematic literature review.

Systems Theory has been used in the target population for this study by examining co-occurring diagnoses with the treatment of CBT with success. This literature review will focus the scope of the research and examine CBT effectiveness on SUD, anxiety and depression diagnoses. Systems theory will provide the lens to help sift through the current research in the field, to provide a working framework for the systematic literature review. The framework will center around the ecological system that centers around the person, their social and cultural connections and environment.

Methods

This review has collected and analyzed nineteen different qualitative research studies. The paper is systematic review of research that has examined the effectiveness and connection between CBT treatment to treat co-occurring SUD with anxiety and/or depression.

Inclusion Criteria

Inclusion criteria were attributes of the studies that are essential for their inclusion in the systematic review. This review’s inclusion criterion includes research findings that are based on empirical articles of a quantitative design. The review focuses on the co-occurring diagnoses of
Substance Use Disorder (SUD) with anxiety and/or depression disorders. The treatment methodology was reviewed for evidence based strategies and included CBT as a treatment modality. The articles and research studies needed to have been conducted within the last ten years to provide the most recent research and information surrounding this topic. The samples were limited to adults over the age of 18 that have SUD with anxiety or depression. The process for inclusion is detailed in Table 1.

**Search Strategy**

The search strategies used specific key words used to search the databases. These terms were then combined in the different databases for the best results. The databases that were used were PubMed and PsycInfo (PsycNet). The keywords used in the search include; co-occurring, dual-disorder, dual diagnosis, clinical trial, integrated, substance use disorder (SUD), chemical dependency, anxiety, and depression. The researcher reviewed peer reviewed journals. The researcher reviewed and screened the abstracts before deciding to include the articles into the study.

**Data Abstraction**

The researcher reviewed peer reviewed journal articles, rejecting those that do not meet the quality guidelines for data abstraction, and reported the collected data in the final study. In order to evaluate the validity of the studies included, a scoring system was utilized (Table 1). The scoring system included four dimensions: the sample size, the sampling strategy, comparison groups and repeated measures. These four dimensions helped the researcher determine the method and quality of the articles to determine validity. The quality of data reported in summation form for the results of the quality data. The data has been added up and scores have been compared for poor, moderate and high quality of the research data. The table below reflects the rubric used to score articles included in the study.
Quality Analysis

Table 1 Scoring System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (poor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size</td>
<td>&lt;25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling strategy</td>
<td>Convenience or snowball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated measures</td>
<td>Point-in-time (cross-sectional)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Collection

Once the initial search was completed, the abstract and title of the journal article was reviewed to determine if it met the inclusion criteria. If the study met the initial inclusion screening, it was then reviewed in full for additional evaluation. Once screened, reviewed, and the articles met inclusion criteria, the studies were kept for the review. This review focuses on studies that meet the final inclusion criteria. In the initial search, 24 articles met inclusion criteria; however, upon further review of the full text, five were excluded for studies involving differing treatment goals and methodologies. This information was kept in a table and carefully reviewed to be later included in this review.
The purpose of this systematic review was to examine the literature reporting the effectiveness of CBT as a treatment intervention for those who have a co-occurring SUD with anxiety or depression. Of the articles examined, 19 articles met inclusion criteria and were examined for this systematic review. Common themes were identified and included: variation in CBT models, treatment intervention comparison, treatment cost comparison, variations in treatment centers and validity of research studies. Table 2 outlines the reviewed studies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Author, Year</th>
<th>Sample Strategy</th>
<th>Comparison Group</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Quality Score Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Worley, et al., 2012 | Random (3) | Random (3) | 201 (3) | Repeated >2 (3) | -Integrated CBT  
- 12-Step Comparison Group  
- Outpatient Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD w/Depression | 12 |
| Worley, Tate, McQuaid, Granholm & Brown, 2013 | Random (3) | Random (3) | 237 (3) | Repeated>2 (3) | -Integrated CBT  
- 12-Step Comparison Group  
- Outpatient Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD w/Depression | 12 |
| Watkins, et al., 2014 | Matched (2) | Non-equivalent (2) | 299 (3) | Repeated>2 (3) | -Group CBT  
- TAU Comparison Group  
- Treatment Cost Effectiveness for CBT  
- Residential Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD w/Depression | 10 |
| Watkins, et al., 2011 | Matched (2) | Non-equivalent (2) | 299 (3) | Repeated>2 (3) | -Group CBT  
- TAU Comparison Group  
- Residential Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD and Depression | 10 |
| Lopez, 2015 | Convenience (1) | Non-equivalent (2) | 166 (3) | Repeated>2 (3) | -Traditional CBT  
- Pharmacological Comparison Group  
- Clinic Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD w/Depression | 9 |
| Hunter, Witkiewitz, Watkins, Paddock & Hepner, 2012 | Random (3) | Non-equivalent (2) | 299 (3) | Repeated>2 (3) | -Group CBT  
- TAU Comparison Group  
- Residential Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD w/Depression | 11 |
| Hunter, et al., 2012 | Random (3) | Random (3) | 73 (3) | Repeated>2 (3) | -Group CBT  
- 12-Step Comparison Group  
- Outpatient Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD w/Depression | 12 |
| Haller, 2016 | Random (3) | Random (3) | 123 (3) | Repeated>2 (3) | -Integrated CBT  
- Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT) Comparison Group  
- Outpatient Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD w/Depression | 12 |
| Glasner-Edwards, 2006 | Random (3) | Random (3) | 148 (3) | Repeated>2 (3) | -Integrated CBT  
- 12-Step Comparison Group  
- Outpatient Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD w/Depression | 12 |
| Cui, 2015 | Random (3) | Random (3) | 214 (3) | Repeated>2 (3) | -Integrated CBT  
- 12-Step Comparison Group  
- Outpatient Treatment Setting  
- Treatment for SUD w/Depression and Physical Comorbidities | 12 |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Author, Year</th>
<th>Sample Strategy</th>
<th>Comparison Group</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Quality Score Sum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Lanza, 2007       | Convenience (1) | Random (3)       | 50 (2)      | Repeated>2 (3) | - Traditional CBT  
                      - ACT and Control  
                      - Prison Treatment Setting  
                      - Treatment for SUD w/Anxiety and/or Depression | 9 |
| Watt, 2006        | Random (3)      | Random (3)       | 221 (3)     | Cross-Sectional (1) | - Brief CBT  
                      - Group Seminar  
                      w/psych ethics  
                      - Outpatient Treatment Setting  
                      - Treatment for Drinking Behavior w/Anxiety | 10 |
| Kushner, et al., 2009 | Matched (2) | Random (3)       | 48 (2)      | Cross-Sectional (1) | - Integrated CBT  
                      - TAU Comparison Group  
                      - Residential Treatment Setting  
                      - Treatment for SUD w/Anxiety | 8 |
| Kushner, et al., 2006 | Matched (2) | Random (3)       | 63 (3)      | Cross-Sectional (1) | - Integrated CBT  
                      - TAU Comparison Group  
                      - Day Treatment Setting  
                      - Treatment for SUD w/Anxiety | 7 |
| Bergly, 2014      | Convenience (1) | None (1)         | 85 (3)      | Cross-Sectional (1) | - Traditional CBT  
                      - Anger Management, MI, Applied Relaxation, Relational  
                      - Comparison Groups  
                      - Inpatient Treatment Setting  
                      - Treatment for SUD w/Anxiety | 6 |
| Courbasson, 2008  | Convenience (1) | None (1)         | 59 (3)      | Pre and Post (2) | - Group CBT  
                      - One Treatment Group  
                      - Outpatient Treatment Setting  
                      - Treatment for SUD w/Anxiety | 7 |
| Kushner, et al., 2013 | Random (3) | Random (3)       | 344 (3)     | Repeated>2 (3) | - Hybrid CBT  
                      - PMRT Comparison Group  
                      - Residential Treatment Setting  
                      - Treatment for SUD w/Anxiety | 12 |
| McEvoy, 2007      | Matched (2)     | None (1)         | 464 (3)     | Pre and Post (2) | - Traditional CBT  
                      - One Treatment Group  
                      - Outpatient Treatment Setting  
                      - Treatment for SUD w/Anxiety | 8 |

**Validity of Research Studies**

The nineteen studies used were scored based upon their validity. The measures used to determine validity were based on: sample size, sampling strategy, comparison and repeated measures. Table 1 gives an explanation of the method and a breakdown of scoring quality. The individual score for each measure was then summed to create an over-all validity score for each
study. Using this method, the possible range for scores was 4-12. The actual scores ranged from 6 to 12 with the mean score of 10.1. Scores from 8-12 would represent moderate to high quality, therefore, with a mean of 10.1, the overall validity for the studies reviewed, were more than respectable.

**Variation in Cognitive Behavioral Therapy Models**

Nineteen studies were reviewed for the efficacy of using CBT as a method of treatment for co-occurring SUD with depression or anxiety. Of the 19 studies, four of the studies used traditional CBT, two of the studies used Hybrid CBT (HCBT), seven of the studies used Integrated CBT (ICBT), one study used Brief CBT (BCBT) and five studies used Group CBT (GCBT). Overall this systematic review confirms that all five modalities of CBT were effective in the treatment and reduction of alcohol abuse and improvement of mental health symptoms.

**Traditional CBT.** Using the subset of studies reviewed that directly relate to traditional CBT, the average quality score was an 8. While the average quality score was less than that of this overall review, it is still of moderate to high quality range, and therefore acceptable to review the effectiveness of CBT. In the four studies using traditional CBT, the Bergley (2014) study examined treatment options for clients with SUD as a stand-alone diagnosis and clients with SUD with anxiety or dual-diagnosis, the researchers found that CBT came in fourth for treatment modalities; behind improving relationships with family/important others, applied relaxation, and psychodynamic therapy. However, the study noted that those with SUD with anxiety needed more mental health interventions and longer treatment for their needs to be met. Therefore, treatment facilities need to have mental health staffing and programs that meet the needs for clients with SUD and mental health comorbidities (Bergly, Grawe, & Hagen, 2014). In
Minnesota, the Department of Human Services, has added the requirement that mental health services need special licensing requirements for the treatment of substance use disorder.

The Kushner (2009) study examined SUD with anxiety and discovered that traditional CBT was able to reduce anxiety by almost 50%, in the 30-day follow-up outcome versus the control group. The study also reported a decrease in clients who met the diagnostic criteria for SUD in the treatment group versus the control group, at the 30-day follow-up. The control group in the study reported more days drinking and binging than the treatment group (Kushner et al., 2009).

**Group CBT.** Using the subset of studies reviewed that directly relate to group CBT, the average quality score was a 10. The average quality score was equal to that of the overall study, falling in the moderate to high quality range, and clearly suitable to review the effectiveness of group CBT. There were five studies that used Group Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (GCBT), which is CBT treatment modalities delivered in small or large group settings. Small group sessions tended to be able to incorporate more of the dynamic cognitive and behavioral interventions while the large group (over 12) delivered a more cognitive/psycho-education behavioral therapy (Whitfield, 2010). In the Hunter (2012) study it was unclear at how large the groups were at any given time, as they included four sites test sites with both control and test groups, plus rolling enrollment after four weeks. The Hunter study did conclude that GCBT was effective at reducing depressive symptoms with SUD during treatment and may improve client abstinence (Hunter, Witkiewitz, Watkins, Paddock & Hepner, 2012).

In the Courbasson (2010) study GCBT was used to treat SUD and anxiety in a small group setting for 10-weeks in two-hour sessions. This study found significant reductions with the
GCBT group in anxiety related symptoms with co-occurring SUD and thus led to improvement and reduction in negative thinking patterns, but reported no increase in positive thinking patterns and there was limited change for alcohol use in social situations (Courbasson, Nishikawa, 2010). The study reported that a short-coming of this study may be the 10-week duration. But overall there was a reduction in anxiety and SUD use.

**Brief CBT.** Using the subset of studies reviewed that directly relate to brief CBT, the average quality score was a 10. The average quality score was equal to that of the overall study, it falls in the moderate to high quality range, and clearly suitable to review the effectiveness of brief CBT. In the one study for Brief Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (BCBT), which is a CBT treatment modality delivered in a brief setting. Brief sessions are limited to four to eight sessions, instead of the treatment as usual, at 12-20 sessions (Cully & Teten, 2008). In the Watt (2006) study, BCBT was delivered to 221 first year students with anxiety and high alcohol usage. BCBT was used in small groups for 3-one hour sessions. The Watt revealed that BCBT produced a substantial reduction in high anxiety and a 50% reduction in “hazardous alcohol use (Watt, Stewart, Birch & Bernier, 2006).

**Integrated CBT.** Using the subset of studies reviewed that directly relate to integrated CBT, the average quality score was over 11. The average quality score was above the overall study score falling in the moderate to high quality range, and clearly with this high of a quality score demonstrates a good application of these studies to review the effectiveness of integrated CBT. There were seven studies for Integrated Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (ICBT), which is a CBT treatment modality delivered in an integrated setting. ICBT is designed to focus on substance use in an individual or group session. There are three modules that help to decrease substance
use. The modules focus on psycho-education, mental health symptom reduction, and cognitive restructuring (Integrated Cognitive Behavioral Therapy, 2016).

In one study by Worley (2012), a longitudinal research design was used to study SUD with depression, using ICBT. The study proposed that a longitudinal study may provide support for the use of ICBT versus 12-Step Program in treating SUD and depression in treatment settings. Both groups decreased substance use dramatically, the 12-Step group from 95% at baseline to 57% at the 18-month follow-up and ICBT from 92% to 52% at the 18-month follow-up. Both groups had a decrease in depression, the 12-Step group from 27% at baseline to 20% and the ICBT group from 29% to 22%. The findings indicate that ICBT group decreased substance more than the 12-Step group alone, although both groups had primarily the same efficacy for decreasing depression (Worley et al., 2012).

Hybrid CBT. Using the subset of studies reviewed that directly relate to hybrid CBT, the average quality score was a 10. The average quality score was equal to that of the overall study, it falls in the moderate to high quality range, and is clearly suitable to review the effectiveness of hybrid CBT. There were two studies that used Hybrid Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (HCBT), which is a CBT treatment modality that incorporates standard CBT with panic disorder components and incorporates treatment strategies that disrupt the connection between anxiety and alcohol use (Kushner et al., 2013). In the Kushner (2013) study, they determined that by adding HCBT to Alcohol Use Disorder (AUD) treatment, alcohol use significantly decreased as well as anxiety levels. HCBT was found to be more effective 4-months post treatment. Thus the association between anxiety and drinking motivation can be improved and recovery can be more effective by treating both co-occurring disorders.
**Treatment Intervention Comparison**

Of the nineteen studies, the treatment interventions identified were: Progressive Muscle Relaxation Training, Treatment As Usual, Group Seminar w/Psychology Ethics, Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), 12-step, Cognitive Processing Therapy (CPT), Anger Management, Motivational Interviewing, Applied Relaxation, Relational (family/significant others) and Pharmacological. Other factors in treatment interventions were small/large group treatment or individual sessions.

There were six out of 19 studies that supported other treatment modalities, such as 12-step, as a superior treatment or had mixed result for CBT managing symptoms of SUD with anxiety and/or depression (Bergley, Gråwe, & Hagen, 2014; Cui, Tate, Cummins, Skidmore, & Brown, 2015; Glasner-Edwards, et al., 2006; Hunter, et al., 2012; Lanza, García, Lamelas, & González-Menéndez, 2014; Lopez & Basco, 2015; Worley, Tate, & Brown, 2012). Of the six studies, five focused on SUD with depression and one focused on SUD with anxiety. The range for the quality score for these studies was 6-12. The scores ranged from moderate to high quality (6-12).

**Treatment Cost Effectiveness**

Of the nineteen studies selected to be reviewed, one study specifically looked at the cost benefits of using CBT to treat co-occurring SUD with depression (Watkins, et al., 2014). While this was the only study that evaluated cost effectiveness, the quality score was a 10, the quality score fell within the moderate to high ranking. The finding was additionally supported by the other studies. It stands to reason that the treatment method, that was more effective, would ultimately be the most cost effective. The Watkins (2014) study examined GCBT delivered in a
residential treatment setting that focused on SUD and depression delivered in tandem with residential treatment services. Their control group received only residential treatment services.

Their findings indicate that GCBT delivered during residential treatment would cost $35,000. Whereas, those who did not receive GCBT during treatment would need to separately access residential treatment for SUD, medication management for SUD with depression and additional mental health services to treat depression, with a cost estimate of $57,300 to $103,300 in total. Treating patients who suffer from both SUD and mental health diagnosis costs more, due to increased staff training needs and program implementation, however based on the Watkins’ findings, providing combined services for both mental health and SUD in one treatment setting saves money in the long run and more clients receive services for their mental health (Watkins).

Funding for co-occurring SUD and mental health is at the heart of the issue for the development and start of many programs that would benefit SUD and co-occurring disorders. It should be noted that multiple studies indicated that it would be cost beneficial, lead to better treatment outcomes and reduced SUD with anxiety and depression, (Watkins, et al., 2011; Lopez & Basco 2015; Kushner, et al., 2006; Kushner, et al., 2009).

**Variations in Treatment Centers**

Of the nineteen studies reviewed there were multiple settings that the studies used to run and gather their research information. The treatment settings identified were: inpatient (1), prison (1), day treatment (1), outpatient in either a hospital or clinic setting (10), residential treatment (6).
Limitations

A limitation of this study is the fact that only nineteen studies met this review’s inclusion criterion. This is due to the limited amount of research that has been published on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) with co-occurring Substance Use Disorder (SUD) with anxiety and/or depression research participants. Using CBT for treating co-occurring SUD with anxiety and/or depression is relatively new and research is just catching up to an identified need in the field of mental health diagnoses with SUD as a comorbidity.

An additional limitation of the research was that there were multiple studies that drew their sample from VA facilities and those clients tended to be predominately male and Caucasian. The high validity scores, which were 12, of these studies, show that CBT is an effective treatment for SUD with anxiety and/or depression for this population. There were two studies that were not affiliated with the VA that had high validity scores of 12, showing the potential for this finding to be true of other demographic groups. Further studies that score highly in the areas that were used to rate validity (sample size, sampling strategy, comparison and repeated measures), would be needed to reach this conclusion. This literature review does improve upon current research and knowledge on the effectiveness of CBT treatment for SUD with anxiety and/or depression. This literature review brings together various studies, within the last 10 years that focus on CBT as an effective treatment for SUD with co-occurring anxiety and/or depression, furthermore it applies qualitative measures to determine the validity of the current research.

A third limitation of the study was that the participants selected for the studies were volunteers. Non-mandated study participants are probably more treatment seeking and would be
more interested in the benefits and goals of CBT. This bias is true in both treatment group in comparative studies, and therefore the relative benefit of CBT would still be valid. However, assessing the overall benefit from CBT to a non-volunteer group is undetermined.

Discussion
Implications for Social Work Practice

“How wonderful is that nobody need wait a single moment to improve the world” – Anne Frank. This comes as no surprise to the thousands of dedicated social workers in the field, that know every person has the potential if given the opportunity for personal growth and/or symptom reduction. This systematic review adds to the current literature that CBT is an effective treatment modality for SUD with co-occurring anxiety and/or depression, providing social workers an evidence-based tool to utilize in meeting the needs of this hard-to-treat population.

Because every client responds differently, a variety of treatment techniques are needed. For existing clients, who are not responding to other treatment modalities, such as 12-Step, TSA, and Motivational Interviewing, consideration should be given to applying CBT as an additional treatment methodology to help improve outcomes. CBT was shown to be more effective than single treatment modalities and provides a more consistently effective treatment option when compared to other treatment interventions. Furthermore, for new clients CBT should be considered as the first choice for treatment for clients at risk for both SUD and anxiety/depression.

With this in mind, to expand the application of this therapy; there will be a need to find, educate and train social workers in the field of CBT with SUD and co-occurring disorders. Those trained currently in SUD should consider training in CBT, conversely those trained in CBT
should consider getting training in SUD. It is likely those trained in CBT could easily acquire the skills for SUD, while those in SUD would need to not only acquire mental health knowledge and the required licenses but CBT skills as well. Furthermore, government or program centers would be well advised to incentivize cross-training, as this would lower costs.

**Implications for Research**

Future research needs to address: the training of CBT therapists to help with the validity of the current research, gathering more evidence for cost effectiveness of combining CBT with SUD for the treatment of SUD with anxiety and/or depression, early intervention, treating different ethno-demographic groups, and extending CBT interventions tailored to teens and children. One challenge will be to have clinicians demonstrate fidelity to the CBT model so audits and ongoing trainings should be incorporated into future studies.

Other things to consider are additional follow-up studies that can measure long-term outcomes. Many of the studies due to funding and client participation were unable to collect data past 6-months. More studies need to focus on additional point in time measures, such as studies that can use multiple point-in-time administration of data collection from participants to drive higher validity. The diversity of voluntary participants for future research needs to be more rigorous in future studies to include a variety of cultures, classes, races, and etc…

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, this research study explored the effectiveness of CBT treatment for clients with SUD with anxiety and/or depression and how CBT can have a positive impact in reducing symptoms of SUD and anxiety and/or depression for individuals. The benefits of research are to
improve outcomes and prove the benefit of CBT to a larger and more diverse group. Treatment programs need to address lack of funding for programming, examine early prevention strategies and provide incentives for cross-training in CBT and SUD. CBT treatment for SUD with anxiety and/or depression, when compared to other treatment modalities, was the most effective treatment modality recognized to reduce SUD with anxiety and/or depression.
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